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Amethyst Royalty

Amethyst Royalty is based on an 1867 Emile Pingat ball gown in the Albany Institute of History and 
Art. The skirt, bodice, and sash are made from patterns taken directly from that extant gown by 
costume historian Cassidy Percoco. The ornamentation on the skirt draws from an 1863 fashion plate 
in the Ohio State Historic Costume and Textile Collection. The inspiration for this piece is the 
shimmering depth of a faceted amethyst. Every component was chosen to accent the iridescent silk, 
including the vintage Swarovski rhinestones. The gown was meant to be seen in candlelight. The 
variety of textures on the bodice reflect differently as the wearer moves, drawing attention to her 
shoulders, jewelry and hair. Its title alludes to the fact that until the mid-19th Century, purple 
garments were symbolic of royalty. However, the discovery of synthetic dyes made the color widely 
available; nearly any woman could now feel like a queen in a purple gown. Construction mimics the 
original ball gown, including flat-lining of the bodice in polished cotton, a crinoline hem facing, 
cartridge pleating at the skirt back, hand-pleated trimming at the hem and neckline and hand-
ruching of the silk tulle sleeves. The bodice is lightly boned with artificial whalebone. The pocket in 
the skirt is directly modeled after the original. Encompassing more than 15 yards of Italian silk 
taffeta and cotton organdy, and accented with French silk tulle and dozens of large rhinestones, 
Amethyst Royalty is, ultimately, more than the sum of its parts. It serves as not only a model garment 
for an upcoming pattern line, but it is also the designer’s own wedding gown.

Julie Burnsides Diaz, Independent Designer



Amorphous Rift

This design was created to be a multi-ethnic interpretation of a traditional Korean garment using a novel blend 
of hand woven techniques and digital textile prints. First, skirt design patterns inspired by a traditional Korean 
skirt, “Chima,” were developed using flat pattern and draping methods. Second, those patterns were digitized 
into an engineered textile pattern using Optitex. Two sets of textile patterns were developed for the skirt 
pattern. Textile patterns with 1/2” width stripes were created for warp and weft strips respectively. These two 
pattern sets were created in Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop and then printed on 100% cotton chambray. Each 
1/2” strip was then hand-cut and woven together to match the original weft and warp engineered patterns that 
were created in Photoshop. Two original textile patterns for each weft and warp were designed to have offset 
circumscribed circles with equal and opposite positive and negative color gradients. When woven together, a 
new transitional pattern emerges that bridges the original two opposite patterns in a visual style reminiscent of 
MC Echer’s Metamorphosis. The top design piece was created separately as weft and warp patterns in 
Illustrator and printed on 100% cotton chambray that was weaved together. A Vector Yin-Yang circumscribed 
line was drafted in Illustrator and then copied and pasted with each iteration rotated in a certain degrees 
offset from the previous layer. The resulting spiral art pattern sections were colored with a traditional 
Korean-inspired color palette. The center piece of the bodice is composed of small ruffles and fiber berries that 
were crafted using left over fabric pieces from the textile digital print.Kim Hahn, Kent State University



California

Female Californio’s, people of Mexican origin living in California at the time of statehood, were occasionally 
seen wearing male vaquero dress while ranching during the gold rush. This piece was inspired by and explores 
some of the design details of the Californio’s dress in the 19th century. Velvet jackets of short waisted length 
and shawl collars were worn with calzoneras for horse riding. Early examples include a fall-front closure, full 
contrast lining, and elaborate appliques decorating the out seam. Along the open side seams, fully functional 
buttons, lacing, or pesos ran down the entire length of the leg. While riding, the vaquero (cowboy) unbuttoned 
the calzoneras below the knee, exposing his calzoncillos (underpants), which billowed out above the botas 
(chaps). The focus was on the investigation of historically accurate construction techniques and their 
application to a women’s garment. Construction details of extant garments at the Oakland Museum of 
California and illustrations from Sutter’s Fort Costume Manual by David Rickman were used as inspiration. Flat 
pattern and draping methods were used to replicate traditional pattern shapes. To fit a woman, more shapely 
princess lines and a contoured waist were used, while maintaining the overall masculine silhouette. Technical 
details include functional side seam buttons, a hidden welt pocket, hand sewn applique, and full patterned 
lining. The design process included investigating and duplicating the common motifs, colors, textures, and trims of 
Californio dress. They were applied to the design using contemporary technology and fabrications. 
Fabrics, trims, and embellishments were chosen to achieve a cohesive interpretive design. Nancy Martin, San Francisco State University



Chute

Chute is a full-length pink gown with a train designed from a vintage 
parachute. The design was inspired by the geometry of parachutes. Research 
began with Da Vinci’s sketches of parachutes and concluded with a British 
military surplus parachute. Plans were sketched from the geometry of the 
triangles used for the gores of the parachute. Winge worked with the 
parachute intact, using all material and removing only some lengths of nylon 
tethers. The front of the gown gathers along 16 seamlines, where nylon tethers 
run through the felled seam channels. This creates a dynamic ruching effect, and 
allows for variation in front length and movement. The décolletage of the gown 
was shaped using macramé techniques on nylon tethers from the outer edges of 
the parachute and was reattached to the tethers within seams to the center. The 
back of the gown includes additional macramé to secure the nylon tethers to 
both the interior opening at the waist and the hem of the parachute. By pulling 
up the outer hem of the parachute material to the back waist and securing 16 
seam tethers to its own end, Winge fashioned a bustle with the excess fabric 
folds and a 7’ long train. The design was named Chute because the gown still 
has characteristics of the original parachute when caught by the wind.

Theresa Winge, Michigan State University



Collective Reflection

The purpose of this design study was to examine interdisciplinary evaluations of written critiques 
by collaboration between a fashion designer, architect (Brian Lapolla AIA), and graphic artist 
(Jaclyn Gordyan). Each collaborator began the design research for print and shape through 
abstract exploration of a photograph taken by the fashion designer of Frank Gehry’s Disney 
Concert Hall. Sixteen design ideas were illustrated as front and back flats in Adobe Illustrator 
with manipulated prints from the original photograph in Adobe Photoshop. All three 
collaborators provided written critiques of the 16 design ideas. After thorough analysis of the 
feedback, the collaborators selected the most successful design. The silhouette was established 
through a combination of flat pattern and draping methods that reflected the flow of the 
building. The selected garment idea was made of a digitally printed silk charmeuse on a 
Mimaki DS-1600 Textile Printer, silk dupioni and thin metal chain. Analysis of the critiques 
illustrated similar opinions of the most successful designs and conflicting thoughts on the design 
ideas that were evaluated as average. Each collaborator communicated through a combination 
of emotional, observational and technical responses to the design work. This design study helps 
to build on the research of communication within design critique and evaluation. Kendra Lapolla, Kent State University



Frayed Elegance

The inspiration for this design was scale armor of the Roman military in the 1st – 5th centuries. Scale 
armor is armor in which the individual scales are sewn or laced to a backing by one or more edges 
and arranged in overlapping rows resembling the scales of a fish or reptile or roofing tiles. The design 
concept was to explore design in an environmentally friendly manner. The overlapping of the individual 
scales in Roman military armor inspired the rows of small denim strips. The ombré effect gives dimension 
to the design, starting with dark denim creating a strong shoulder, becoming lighter through the torso, 
and ending with small sections of dark denim to ground the design. The larger rectangles in the skirt 
section echo the smaller strips of fabric on the bodice. The shoulders are emphasized with the pleated 
and gathered cap sleeves. To create the bodice, discarded jeans were sorted by color and cut into 1” 
X 3” strips. A trial muslin was draped in order to determine the size of the strips, amount of overlap, 
and shape of the skirt. Once the denim was cut, the strips were taped to a paper outline to develop 
the ombré effect. The bodice shell was sewn first, with the strips of denim individually attached in rows 
spaced 3/4” apart. The skirt pattern was laid flat and long rectangles of jeans were laid out by size 
and color to determine placement. Once all sections were sewn, the skirt was attached to the bodice and 
hem length was determined. There is an invisible zipper in the back and a waist stay to help hold up the 
weight of the skirt. Fourteen pairs of jeans obtained from family members were used in this design.Lynn Boorady, Buffalo State



Hidden Memories: Forgotten Prayers I

Hidden Memories, Forgotten Prayers I was an attempt to capture ideas of devotion, 
prayer, femininity, and needlecraft. In addition, it was a primary focus to use materials 
that may otherwise be discarded: fabric scraps, discarded fabric samples from an 
interior designer, and miscellaneous materials that were already in the studio. This piece 
is a visual scrapbook of memory and draws the viewer in upon closer look through the 
use of text, iconic imagery, color and form. The center image of a Madame Gres exhibit 
visited in Paris was transferred to the substrate using a gel medium. A substrate was 
constructed utilizing hardware cloth (chicken wire) to which tea-stained silk gauze was 
bonded. This then became the canvas upon which layers of paint, paper, fabric, 
handwriting, embroidery and beading were applied. Techniques used include mixed-
media collage, image transfer, embroidery, block printing, beading, and hand stitching. 

Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University



Hidden Words: Down the Rabbit Hole

Hidden Words: Down the Rabbit Hole is part of a series that investigates methods for the incorporation of text into the 
development of hand dyed and embellished textile surfaces. Generally, this piece is inspired by the seminal artistry 
of those working in the development of art cloth such as Jane Dunnewold and Carol Ann Waugh. The use of narrative 
was inspired by the story quilts of Faith Ringgold and the art-wear entitled Narrative Dress by Harriet Popham. Down 
the Rabbit Hole is a combination of storytelling, and surface design communicated via an artistic approach to cloth as a 
medium of expression. Layers of meaning emerge as if doodled over time on the pages of a journal or notebook; what 
at first may appear random, upon closer inspection, reveals a conceptual, somewhat psychedelic narrative of 
Alice’s fall down the rabbit hole. The narrative, taken from lyrics written by Marshall Barer for the song “Lost in 
Wonderland,” fades in and out via alternating technique of resist dye and machine embroidery. This piece began as 
blank silk noil that was first flour-paste resist dyed to apply the narrative to the surface with a bamboo skewer. A blue 
over-dye was applied via a low-water immersion dye method. Further techniques such as mono printing, free form 
machine embroidery, beadwork, applique, color discharge, and stenciling were utilized to develop the surface of the 
cloth. Elements of the composition, such as circles and spirals, were chosen to communicate an idea of holes or falling. In 
addition, clues such as the name Alice, and an embroidered silhouette of a small dress, may reveal conceptual 
inspiration. The piece was backed in cotton felt, stretched and framed.

Michael Mamp, Central Michigan University



In the Spirit of Otsuzure

Heavily patched and mended boro garments from Japan characterize the extreme methods of frugality 
employed to sustain garments over lifetimes. These indigenous Japanese garments can reveal approaches to 
efficient material usage, garment making, and mending. Otsuzure, workwear, were investigated for clues to 
their structure and repair, material efficiency, and worn aesthetics that may be applied to 
contemporary apparel. Structural and aesthetic principles of wabi-sabi influencing the designs included 
simplicity of form, materials that transform over time, variations in visual balance, rough and uneven textures, 
and colors related to natural dyes. The goal, to explore economy of materials using Japanese workwear as 
a source for structural and visual insights, was accomplished by examining extant boro garments, including a 
patched and sashiko-stitched sakiori sodenashi (vest) and mompe (pants). Materials were on-hand and slightly 
damaged. They evoke the research through their fiber content, texture, hue, and/or hand. Sashiko hand 
quilting stabilizes the fabrics and adds visual relief. Quilted areas were selected based on location of 
damage and regions most heavily worn during work. The top was developed via two- and three-
dimensional heuristic sessions. Using the mompe as a guide to drafting the pants also led to a solution for 
shaping the collar and enabled the one-piece, zero-waste pattern. The sleeveless, flared top/vest features 
shoulder seams, a mandarin-influenced collar, back pleat, angular hems, and tie closure. The cropped pants 
feature a rectangular front leg panel angling over the rear panel, front and back crotch gussets, and a 
pocket design that provides an adjustable tie waistline closure with no side gaping. M. Jo Kallal, University of Delaware



Kelpies and Spiraled Connections 

“Kelpies and Spiraled Connections” was inspired by Scottish culture and heritage. The purpose of this design was to 
utilize a variety of needlework methods to interpret the Highlander myth of the kelpie, a Celtic water horse, and to 
exemplify kelpie folklore in a creative manner for childrenswear. Additional inspiration was drawn from the Aran 
braid and Celtic spiral designs. Andy Scott’s Kelpies steel monument in Scotland inspired the decision to use shades 
of gray as part of the color scheme for the design. As kelpies are a water horse, the choice was made to implement 
varying shades of blues in the ensemble. The design process and technique included an adaption of impressionist 
applique’, free-motion stitching and quilting, and crochet to create a whimsical childrenswear jacket. The jacket was 
constructed of a navy, linen-blend fabric that was free-motion stitched and shrink-washed. Cotton kelpie and wave 
motifs were applied by adapting Errea and Osterfeld’s (2012) impressionist applique’, a raw-edged, machine-
quilted applique’ method. Crocheted mane was applied to each kelpie motif. An Aran braid was stitched to the jack-
et back and variegated yarn was free-motion stitched for cuffs. Polyester crinkled taffeta was used for the lining. 
The navy, Ponte knit dress was drafted as an empire waistline with a crisscross back bodice. A kelpie 
applique’ with crocheted mane was free-motion stitched and appliqued to the bodice. Knit netting and hand 
embroidery using metallic-wool yarn formed spiraled waves above a gathered hem ruffle. Each of the needlework 
techniques were selected to add texture and symbolize the interweaving of culture and heritage. This design utilized 
methods not previously produced for kelpie-inspired designs. 

Errea, G., & Osterfeld, M. (2012). Impressionist Applique’: Exploring Value & Design To Create Artistic Quilts. 
        Lafayette, CA: C & T Publishing, Inc.April Elisha Stanley, Iowa State University



Lady Bracknell

The Importance of Being Earnest is a satirical comedy of the Edwardian age. The playwright, 
Oscar Wilde, focuses his satire on aristocratic ideas of marriage, love and the character’s overly 
proper behavior and concern with money. It is still flattering to the age because each of the 
characters knows that their world is not as exclusive or moral as they pretend. It is, however, 
important at all costs to keep up appearances. Lady Bracknell arrives by train in Act III to prevent 
her daughter from agreeing to an improper marriage. She is arrogant, vain and obsessed with 
high culture. The garment was inspired by research of late Victorian and Edwardian clothing. The 
scenic design and particularly the settee that she sat upon were golden yellow. It was important 
to the director that the costume contrast as darker while remaining in the color palette. This 
costume was constructed by the costume shop at Stephen F. Austin State University, led by 
Barbara Blackwell as the cutter/draper. The bodice and skirt are constructed of a cocoa brown 
shot taffeta. The jacket is from a similar taffeta that is embellished with gold and turquoise yarn. 
The skirt and bodice were originally constructed as a class project. To aid in the actor’s comfort, 
the sleeves have been removed from the bodice.  The jacket is trimmed with hand pleated 
organza and turquoise piping.  The entire ensemble is worn with a chemise, corset, ruffled 
petticoat, hat, gloves, purse, brooch, beads and parasol. Angela Bacarisse, Stephen F. Austin University



Natural Flow

This design was inspired by the celebration of the return of spring with colors expressive of the natural 
landscapes typically found on a spring day. This natural beauty flows into each piece by the multi-wear 
design and hand-dyed patterns which represent the intersection of natural colors and design. First, a piece 
of rayon was created with PRO MX reactive dye to add colors, such as green, red, and indigo. This is a per-
manent dye used for cellulose fibers. Next, the rayon was tied on a tube with threads. By brushing different 
colors on the tube, linear patterns of lines were created. The yard piece was then dipped into a dye bath to 
add more color to fill the original white fabric. The resulting color combination was fascinating and organic. 
In order to keep the organic look as much as possible, the piece was draped and sewn on a knit top. The 
rest was then used to create the skirt. To complete the ensemble, an asymmetrical vest with a pocket opening 
was made out of 100% linen in maroon color. Finally, a hand-crafted wood button was added to close the 
vest. The color combination that reflects natural beauty was obtained through the Arashi Shibori technique. 
PRO MX Reactive dye and rayon fabric were used for the hand-dyeing process. The dye was reactive on 
rayon with excellent wash and light fastness properties at room temperature. The two-piece ensemble can 
be worn in different ways by the waist band on the dress, as well as placing the rayon piece through the 
pocket opening on the vest. With this easy-to-change design, consumers can simply transform the garment 
to respond to changing circumstances and preferences.  Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University



Now and Forever

The aim of this project was to create a modern eco-friendly, zero-waste wedding dress 
inspired by the sky, clouds, and love. An up-cycled project from a series of parachute dress 
experimentations was chosen to create a marketable wedding dress with non-traditional 
materials. This avenue of investigation will encourage further learning about sustainable 
fashion and research of alternative materials for the production of traditional wedding 
dresses. The bodice mimicked the original shape of the parachute to add volume at the 
bust area, providing a sense of playfulness and delicate femininity.  The underskirt in blue 
tulle expresses the color of the sky, while the overskirt resembles the clouds in the sky. The 
overskirt can be removable depending on customer needs. The original parachute had a 
30’ diameter. To construct the dress, the circled-shaped parachute was divided into four 
sections. It was only necessary to use one of the four parachute sections when creating the 
dress. The skirt pattern was cut in a vertical direction from the single section, with an arc 
shape to achieve zero-waste cutting. The remaining top arc was used for the bodice of the 
dress, resulting in minimal material waste.

Ja Young Hwang, Kent State University
Shan Gao, University of Arkansas



Parhelion Dawn

The purpose of this design was to create woven fabric inspired by an atmospheric phenomenon that occurs when morning 
sunlight refracts through ice saturated clouds, forming a sunrise refracted parhelic circle 120 degrees from the sun. 
Gradual color changes from blue, red, to orange of sunrise colors were inspiration for this design. The overall silhouette 
and design of the garment were inspired by Korean traditional dress, the Hanbok. The textile surface design of the woven 
part of the dress was created by interweaving three contrasting color gradients strips woven in a 120 degree angled twill 
pattern. First, flat pattern and draping methods were used to create an empire waist dress pattern eliminating the side 
seams of the upper part of the dress.  Twenty-two separate linear gradients with three different sets of color gradients 
(blue and red; red and orange; blue and yellow) with progressing intensity were created in Photoshop and then printed 
on 100% cotton chambray. To minimize fabric edge raveling, linear gradients were printed on a bias grain line. Each 1/2” 
strip was hand-cut and woven together in progressive order from two separate axes simulating the morning colored 
parhelia pattern that can be seen at dawn if the sunlight refracts through 120 degree faceted ice crystals suspended 
in the high atmosphere. Those woven parts were used as a fabric surface for the front and side panels of the dress and 
a scarf. Parhelion Dawn was created using 100% digitally printed cotton chambray, 100% silk Charmouse, and 100% 
polyester lining fabric.Kim Hahn, Kent State University



Russia

Sara Jablon, Iowa State University

The ensemble was inspired by the historical clothing of Russian peasants, as seen in the costume design 
of Anton Chekhov’s The Seagull. Sarafans, floor-length sleeveless dresses, were typically worn over 
embroidered white blouses. Over the sarafan were a long tasseled belt and a waist-length vest called 
a mantle, with wide straps, flat front panels, and fluted folds in back. Both sarafan and mantle were 
commonly made of silk brocade embroidered in floral or fruit patterns in gold. This project creatively 
interpreted and modernized these historical style details for a contemporary women’s ensemble. Russia 
was completed using both machine and hand techniques. The “mantle,” both interfaced and fully lined, 
is red and gold floral damask, reflecting the Russian style. The back incorporates almost seven yards 
of fabric into 40 hand-sewn 3” cartridge pleats, a historical process in which rounded folds of cloth 
are stitched by hand to a foundation so that they stand away. The skirt features three yards of black 
and gold floral damask, six yards of doubled tulle, and two yards of lining fabric gathered into the 
waistband. The white cotton underbodice consisted of an unseen bandeau with 53” sleeves. Inspired by 
the long decorated arms of an “Old Russian” blouse, the slashed sleeves are elasticized and machine 
embroidered at the shoulder. The embroidery is repeated at the hand openings and cuffs. Together, the 
three pieces echo the quintessential Russian mantle and sarafan in terms of color, pattern, silhouette, and 
style detail. Russia required both historical and contemporary techniques, melding the past and present, 
producing an ensemble that references history without recreating it.



The Secret Garden Dreamer Man 

British Naval Uniforms of the period were examined for inspiration for the Dreamer 
Man, who is one of “The Dreamers” of Archibald’s haunted house. The uniform was 
evoked without drawing excessive focus to the specifics of the uniform, such as stripes 
and medals, allowing the audience to see the military hierarchy between all three 
uniforms on stage. Crispness, yet softness of the uniform was important. Each night, the 
wardrobe department pressed the uniform with light starch to give it a slightly crisp look 
for the beginning of the show. The material used for the Dreamer Man was a quilter’s 
cotton batik. This had the desired coloration and cotton weave to allow for flexibility in 
tailoring. Mottled blue, turquoise, and tan colors were used to evoke the effects of 
cholera on the body and the representation of it in Nineteenth Century England. The 
tailor at the Cincinnati Playhouse used a soft interfacing so it would feel similar to linen, 
further evoking India. The collar and cuffs are made of a changeable linen/cotton 
blend. The decorations include gold buttons and gold, metallic braid. 

Leon Wiebers, Loyola Marymount University



The Secret Garden 

A romantic and distinct silhouette was used for the character of Lily, a ghost from 
Archibald’s memory. The timeline of this musical is fluid. While it is set in 1906, Lily died 
about 10 years prior and there are scenes of her prior to marrying Archibald. It was 
decided that she should be remembered “at her most beautiful” and evoke the garden, 
about which she frequently sings. Lily’s costume is made of silk taffeta with an 
embroidered polyester organza over-skirt, which are changeable under different hues of 
stage lighting. Silk chiffon and silk flowers complete the dress. The selvage edge of the 
embroidered organza is used as an edge to finish the hem of the dress and embellish the 
floral additions nestled in the folds of the bustle. A combination of butt-pads and a large 
bustle create the skirt silhouette. The performer was corseted and the bodice was lightly 
boned for structure. The dress is cut along historical style lines. The Dreamer Man and Lily 
costumes were constructed by the costume shop staff of the Cincinnati Playhouse, while 
Weiber was in residence as the designer. Leon Wiebers, Loyola Marymount University



The Starry Night

Vincent Van Gogh’s The Starry Night, painted in 1889, was the inspiration 
for the design. The painting was interpreted into a design that captured the 
character of the canvas in a costume. I Three compositional features of The 
Starry Night were specifically used as design inspiration: the amorphous 
vertical green mass on the left side of the painting, the landscape scene at 
the bottom, and the glorious night sky. The green mass was translated into 
a silk corset as the bridge between the wings and drawers on the costume. 
The cotton drawers, which depict the landscape, are appliquéd with a bold, 
free-form satin stitch to replicate the outlines that Van Gogh used to unify 
the elements of his painting. The wings, which portray the signature night-
time sky in The Starry Night, are the central feature of the design. One wing 
tip represents the left side of the painting. The design then carries through 
across the body, with the other wing tip representing the opposite side of 
the painting. The method used for realizing the sky was a “painterly” 
approach with snipped silk feathers to recreate Van Gogh’s paintbrush 
strokes with layers of colors and textures on the wing structure.

Gypsy Ames, The Colorado College



Transparent Pannier

Transparent Pannier is an interpretive study of 18th century historical fashion and the 
transformation of the female body into a perceived idealized silhouette. Fashion of this era 
achieved the desired body shape through the use of elaborate layers of understructures and 
foundations. Symbiotic relationship between economic hierarchy and societal position were 
affiliated with the width of the pannier or hoop. Since a larger pannier required more fabric 
and labor, it was deemed that the wider the pannier extended to the sides correlated with the 
women’s position and wealth. This design reveals the architecture and engineering of the 
underpinnings. Disseminating the aesthetic sense of the pannier, the figure of the wearer is 
exposed and enhanced by the lines of the design. The overall design is intended to reveal and 
compliment the female body, not transform it. The draped design features an exposed pannier 
constructed from hoop steel and cross support bands covered in violet silk. The violet silk was 
also used for accent pieces on the corseted bodice and a pair of shorts worn under the pannier. 
Couture sewing techniques were incorporated to construct the V-shaped stomacher worn over 
the stomach and chest and the band at the edge of the skirt out of a floral silk. The remaining 
skirt and bodice are made from a celadon silk. A laced closure is used for both the pannier and 
bodice back. Colleen Mortez, Independent Designer



Transmorphic Spiral

This dress is inspired by transformable clothing design strategies. It features biomimic designs 
that resemble spiral structures in the human body, such as DNA and hair. The dress design 
includes spiral structures, which make it easy to adjust the lengths of the pieces. The look of the 
dress can be changed according to the wearer’s needs. The spiral details can be easily de-
tached and attached with hooks on the dress so the dress can be a simple sheath dress or can 
have a more exotic look. Also, the number of spiral details and spiral length can be changed, 
as a wire is embedded on the spiral edges. Medium to heavy weight interfacing fabrics were 
added to the spiral details for constructive shapes. Various techniques and materials, 
including different weights of wires, recycled plastic panels, interfacing fabrics, and threads, 
were tested to make the dress easy to transform and to provide maximized effects when 
changing the designs. 

Helen Koo and Mai Vang, University of California Davis



Underwater Coral

The bright colors and shapes of coral inspired this piece. The bubbles 
that grow and surface from fish, as well as the shape of coral plants 
inspired the basic shape of the bangle bracelet. The bracelet is 
asymmetrical, with one side having more bubble shapes than the other. 
The bubbles taper off in size and quantity, as if they are floating off into 
the sea. This piece was designed on the 3D modeling software Rhino. The 
basic bangle shape was created by developing a network of curves. The 
bubble shapes were then added one at a time to achieve the desired 
effect. The piece was then printed on a Makerbot Replicator using PLA 
plastic. Once printed, the piece was sanded and smoothed for a final 
product. Multiple prototypes were designed before finally developing 
the finished piece. 

Jennise Thurston, Central Michigan University



Vitreous Fractures

The purpose of this design was to create a silk organza fabric surface with opposing color gradients that captured 
the changing color densities of sunlight passing through a translucent liquid media. The gradual color changes of a 
sunset refracted through changing densities of liquid, from blue, red, to orange were the inspiration for this design.  
The textile surface design was an optical illusion of depth and volume created as light passes through the parallel 
gradation of three contrasting semi-translucent color gradients of digitally printed silk organza that overlap in 
an interweaving pattern. First, flat pattern and minimal waste pattern development methods were used to create 
a single, continuous pattern piece for the dress eliminating shoulder seams. Twenty-one separate linear gradients 
with two different sets of color gradients (blue and red; red and orange) of progressing intensity were created 
in Photoshop and then printed on 100% silk organza. To minimize fabric edge raveling, the linear gradients were 
printed on the bias grain line of the silk organza. To construct the fabric surface for the dress, each 1/2” strip was 
hand-cut and woven together in a visually progressing order from the two separate and opposing axes. The arm 
hole edges were bounded with a self-fabric bias strip. The neckline and hemline were finished using a digital print 
of the original pre-cut organza strips. Furthermore, the overall design was transparent enough to showcase the 
silhouette of a body when worn by a model. What is unique about this design is that it simultaneously 
demonstrates a patch-work like pattern when viewed from a distance, but also because of its semi-translucence, 
displays a playful optical illusion of depth and volume from the interplay between the progressing layers of 
continuous interwoven color on each strip. 

Kim Hahn, Kent State University



You’ve Come a Long Way Baby

This garment, focused on women’s health, was inspired by the red dress symbol used by the U.S. 
National Institute of Health and the American Heart Association to promote awareness of women’s 
cardiovascular disease, the number one killer of women. You’ve Come a Long Way Baby is a flap-
per-inspired dress made from small pieces of synthetic fabrics that were part of a color sample 
card. Several of these sample cards were donated by California Accessories, who primarily make 
eyeglass cases. Typically, these cards are thrown away and end up in landfills. The use of 
fabric waste for the design was meant to parallel the waste from disease. The fabric samples were 
sewn onto a fabric strip to create a trim. This was then sewn to a base dress to give the 
appearance of fringe. The size and the finishing of each fabric sample were determined by the 
original color card—there was no uniform size; some were finished with a pinked edge, while others 
had a straight edge. It was important for the design to maintain the integrity of this material by not 
reshaping or resizing the sample pieces. The boxy garment design and the irregular neckline finish 
evolved from this constriction. The title alludes to the Virginia Slims cigarette advertisements 
prominent in the 1970s, while the 1920s flapper style references a time when women began to 
adopt some of the bad habits of men, such as smoking, which also contributed to their increased 
susceptibility to heart disease. Susan Taber Avila, University of California Davis


